FRIDGE OR FREEZER THERMOMETER
Internal sensor & external temperature probe
Programmable high/low audible alarm
This max/min and alarm fridge or freezer
thermometer indicates temperature over the range
of -24.9 to 69.9 °C with a resolution of 0.1 °C/°F and an
accuracy of ±1 °C.
The thermometer features a clear LCD display,
max/min memory function to record the
highest and lowest temperatures and a high/low
programmable audible alarm. The unit incorporates
two temperature sensors, a remote water resistant
probe with one metre PVC lead for the appliance
temperature and an internal sensor for the room
temperature.

CATERING

The remote probe can be mounted onto the internal
wall of the fridge using the suction pad or mounting
bracket supplied. The thermometer is housed in a
durable ABS case and incorporates a foot-stand for
shelf mounting.

Order code Description
810-225
Digital fridge or freezer

Remote probe
MAX/
MIN

Specification
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
Battery
Battery life
Display
Dimensions
Weight

Digital fridge or freezer
-24.9 to 69.9 °C
0.1 °C/°F
±1 °C
3 volt CR2032 lithium coin cell
3000 hours
Custom LCD
16 x 50 x 82 mm
50 grams

FRIDGE OR FREEZER THERMOMETER
Programmable high/low audible alarm
Records the max/min temperatures
This fridge or freezer thermometer features a clear
LCD display, max/min, audible alarm and incorporates
two temperature sensors; a remote water resistant
probe with one metre PVC lead for the appliance
temperature and an internal sensor for the room
temperature.
The remote probe can be mounted onto the internal
wall of the fridge using the suction pad or mounting
bracket supplied. The thermometer is housed in a
durable ABS case and incorporates a foot-stand for
shelf mounting.

Remote probe

Optional UKAS Certificate of Calibration
An optional two-point UKAS Certificate of Calibration
is available. Each certificate indicates deviations from
standards at -18 and 0 °C.

Order code Description
810-210
Fridge or freezer thermometer
891-210
810-210 with UKAS certificate
UKAS certificate applies to remote probe only

MAX/
MIN

Specification
Range
Resolution
Accuracy
Battery & life
Display
Dimensions
Weight

Digital fridge or freezer
-49.9 to 69.9 °C
0.1 °C/°F
±1 °C
1.5 volt AAA - 5000 hours
Custom LCD
15 x 52 x 73 mm
55 grams

